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Abstract

Hydrological drainage/river basins constitute highly heterogeneous systems of
coupled natural and anthropogenic water and pollutant flows across political,
national and international boundaries. These flows need to be appropriately
understood, quantified and communicated to stakeholders, in order to
appropriately guide environmental water system management. In this thesis,
various uncertainties about water and pollutant flows in drainage/river basins
and their implications for effective and efficient water pollution abatement are
investigated, in particular for mine-related heavy metal loadings in the Swedish
Dalälven River basin and for nitrogen loadings in the Swedish Norrström
drainage basin. Economic cost-minimization modeling is used to investigate
the implications of pollutant load uncertainties for the cost-efficiency of
catchment-scale abatement of water pollution.

Results indicate that effective and efficient pollution abatement requires
explicit consideration of uncertainties about pollution sources, diffuse
contributions of the subsurface water system to downstream pollutant
observations in surface waters, and downstream effects of different possible
measures to reduce water pollution. In many cases, downstream load
abatement measures must be used, in addition to source abatement, in order
to reduce not only expected, but also uncertainties around expected pollutant
loads. Effective and efficient environmental management of water systems
must generally also consider the entire catchments of these systems, rather
than focusing only on discrete pollutant sources. The thesis presents some
relatively simple, catchment-scale pollutant flow analysis tools that may be
used to decrease uncertainties about unmonitored water and pollutant flows
and subsurface pollutant accumulation-depletion and diffuse loading to
downstream waters.
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